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SONY has released the new DAP-X2 series of Digital Audio Players that are packed with all the features and flexibility of high-performance audio systems. The new DAP-X2 series models can connect to any amplifier that supports digital input for the
most versatile home entertainment experience. Each series model integrates a comprehensive set of features to provide the flexibility, connectivity and control of professional applications. With the sound and the excellent build quality, the PHA-x1 is
one of the best choices for the home cinema enthusiast. The 3D-printed acoustic chamber with an open vent design and support for bass thanks to dual custom radiators provides excellent bass performance with a natural sound. Its ventilated plastic
body and natural-looking design adds class to its natural appearance. A durable ABS base ensures long-lasting quality and performance. The all new features of the new Pathfinder280 make it the ultimate travel companion for any adventure. Take it
along with you when you’re on your travels with the convenience of adding your favorite podcasts, music, games, and more with the ION Sound XP app. It comes with a built-in bottle opener and a built-in handle for easy transport. When you want to

further increase your sound experience, use the Wireless Stereo-Link feature to wirelessly connect additional compatible ION Audio speakers. For ease of control of audio and lighting functions, use the ION Sound XP app with your iOS or Android phone.
Best of all, it comes with a Built-In Bottle Opener for your convenience, and built-in handles and wheels for easy transportation. With an FM radio and 16 built-in station presets on top of all that, Pathfinder280 is a complete water-resistant speaker

system suitable for any environment!
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What makes the PATHFINDER IEM unique is the use of materials that would not be acceptable for a
traditional IEM. Campfire Audios proprietary Tuned Acoustic Expansion Chamber (T.A.E.C) technology

is responsible for the low frequencies, and the proprietary CNC-machined, hand-wired steel drivers
for the mid and high frequencies. The T.A.E.C controls the high frequencies and the CNC-machined

drivers are responsible for the mid and low frequencies. This is truly the combination of art and
science that delivers accurate midrange and high frequency reproduction. It is certain that this is not

a normal IEM. The PATHFINDER IEM is ergonomically designed for long-term comfort, durable, and
efficient use. The ear cups lock into place by a 3/8-20mm threaded post, and are easy to replace.

Each ear cup is fully cushioned for long-lasting comfort. Instead of the typical pin-cushion, the
PATHFINDER IEM is made from real leather, and is the only active-noise cancelling in-ear monitor to
incorporate this material for enhanced comfort. The hand-crafted curved body is made from aircraft
aluminum and designed for long-lasting durability. The PATHFINDER IEM can be folded into a handy
carry pouch for safe transport. Pathfinder IEMs weighs no more than a single pack of AA batteries. It
can be worn for many hours at a time. In-ear monitors tend to rotate and move around your head

when you dance. Most IEMs fail to stay in your ears and add to the noise. We couldn’t be happier, our
ENERGY is flowing through our bodies as we prepare to head out and celebrate summer. We’re

already puffy from dancing for 3 straight hours with our friends and family, we’re not even working
yet, just enjoying the festivities! It’s almost as if we’re hyped up, as if we’re going on an adventure.
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